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January 15th, 2015 
Home(  )House Project  
Call for participants !
Abstract 
This project is dedicated to whoever has happen to feel "Emotionally Homeless". 
"EH" is the feeling that we experiencing when, after moving, the new house is not 
home yet, and at the same time the old house is not home anymore. Because 
there is one thing we all share: we all come from somewhere... else. 
Introduction 
What is a HOUSE / What is a HOME? 
Among what the dictionary says, home for me is comfort zone, a state of the mind 
and a place where you feel safety. Rather a house is more a common space with 
lodging facilities. Given those definitions, I couldn't not perceive a liminality of 
space between the two: can we have a home without having a house or a house 
without having a home? 
The space within, two concepts, two places, or a place and a space: which is a 
space and which is place? Have you ever visualized home without feeling at home 
or felt at home without a home existing being there? 
The explanation that I gave to myself see house and home as two spaces molded 
together. This is why I'd like to talk of a space within rather than a space between. 
When I say the word BETWEEN I mean a non-specific place, instead by WITHIN I 
mean an inside space where somehow persons and feelings are not lost but 
specifically located in a shared zone more like in a Venn Diagram. I see the word 
place as an area of situation and the word space as a physical location of the body, 
further we have the word state as an emotional location of the mind. 
What is in it for you when the modification, incurring with traveling and growing 
up, changes your persona? When your home feels like a house or your house 
doesn't feel like a home? I found myself extremely fascinated by this non-
belonging state, which I see as being represented by the swinging back and forth 
increasingly upward motion of the swing. That moment of escalation when a push 
forth makes you reach the sky and a pull back leaves you face the ground. !!!!
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Project Narrative  
The project will consist in:  
1) Two or three sending out calls (through email homehouseproject@gmail.com 
and facebook page) for participants to collecting responses. To the participant will 
be request to produce a paragraph that concerns the topic above described 
sharing their point of view: experience, feelings and/or thoughts. 
2) On going blog posting of collected and submitted material on 
homehouseproject.wordpress.com 
3) The performance Visualizing Home, consisting in a record mapping and a 
verbalize guide perform by the participants responding, to the request "show me 
a place that you call/called home" and take a screenshot of the house. !
Time Line  
January - March Research and collecting process along with blog posting of the 
responsive on the website. !
Jan 15th:    1' turn: Call for participants 
Feb 16th:   2' turn: Call for participants 
Mar  6th:    3' turn: Optional call for submissions 
Mar 18th:   1' Participants record mapping event 
Mar 25th:   2' Participants record mapping event 
Mar 30th:   Optional Participants record mapping event !
Goals 
• To create an enriching and sensitive community which will function as a 

belonging-space for a non-belonging state 
• Open a conversation on this cultural phenomenon.  
• Collect the material to propose an exhibition at SUGs and produce a small 

publication. !
Participants are welcome to send their response to homehouseproject@gmail.com 
(include general info about yourself: name, age, city) 

Please, follow us on:
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